Virtual Cabinet Release Notes

Product:

Virtual Cabinet

Build:

4.5

Release Items: 10

Fixes: 4

Enhancements: 6

© GetBusy Ltd 2020
This version of Virtual Cabinet uses Microsoft Framework .Net 4.6. This must be installed
prior to the upgrade in order for Virtual Cabinet to work. For more information on preparing for
this upgrade please see our website: https://www.virtualcabinet.com/support/preparing-forvirtual-cabinet-4-0
Best endeavours have been made to ensure this release is free of bugs and other defects.
Testing and Quality Assurance processes have deemed the release as fit for purpose. However,
not all environments and scenarios can be simulated. Any bugs or defects identified with this
build should be reported via the Support Website.
Area

Type

Id

Build

General

New

VC-6324 4.5

Details
Back and Forward multiple searches
When searching you can now jump back to a search
you performed earlier. See a list of the last 10
searches you performed and go back to any one of
these.

New

VC-6696 4.5

Copy Link format now more readable
The Copy Link feature will now show the description
of the document and the underlying link, making it
easier to read.
The Copy Link functionality now formats the data
into Markdown format, a common formatting syntax
for programs so that you can differentiate the
description of a link and the link itself. Used by
programs such as GetBusy.

Bug

VC-1952 4.5

Task column settings not being remembered
Changes to how the list of Tasks were displayed in
the Intray were not being saved if there were no
documents in the Intray.

Bug

VC-6832 4.5

Extract fails when document path >256 characters
When extracting multiple documents, the process
could fail if one of the documents was being
extracted to a file path that was >256 characters.
VC now truncates the document name where
possible to get it to fit. If this is not possible then the
system will handle the errors, tell you which
document has failed, and allow you to continue
extracting the rest of the documents.
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Bug

VC-7408 4.5.1.353 Send shortcut from secure Intray
When sending a document from your Intray to an
Intray you do not have access to, you could not
create a shortcut for the document at the same time.

Addin

Bug

VC-6899 4.5

Excel Addin disabling on touchscreen devices
When using the VC Addin in Excel on touchscreen
devices through certain remote desktop solutions
the addin was being disabled by Microsoft. This was
caused by a bug in Excel. The solution is to style our
Addin windows using Winforms rather than WPF. No
change to the functionality provided by the Addin.

Bug

VC-4406 4.5

Editing documents in OneDrive folders
Some users were having issues editing Office
documents with the VC Addin whilst they have
synchronised their Documents folder with Microsoft
OneDrive. You can now change where your edited
documents are stored to non-OneDrive synced
folders.

Integration

New

VC-6785 4.5

Send to GetBusy from Intray & Tasks
You can now send documents to GetBusy from other
parts of VC, including the Intray and Tasks.

New

VC-6699 4.5

Send documents to GetBusy as links
Instead of sharing a copy of the document in
GetBusy, share a link to the document in VC. Your
local teammates will then be able to open that
document with Virtual Cabinet. Keeps audit history,
version control, and security within VC.

New

VC-6929 4.5

GetBusy install location changed
The VC integration now handles the new location
that the GetBusy app is installed to.

Server

New

VC-6747 4.5

Capture Service / Exchange Online authentication
The Capture Service can now use Microsoft’s new
Modern Authentication mechanism to authenticate
with Office 365 Exchange Online. This utilises TLS 1.2
to encrypt communication and is more secure than
the previous methods.
An administrator will need to log in with this new
authentication mechanism if required, using the
Admin tab of VC.
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